Causal visual interactions as revealed by an information theoretic measure and fMRI.
In the present study, we evaluated the direction of the effective connectivity between fMRI activations in neural structures mediating preserved visual function in a patient with homonymous hemianopsia due to a posterior cerebral artery stroke. Although the lesion affected the primary visual cortex, the visual abilities of this patient included above-chance verbal reports of movement and color change as well as the discrimination of movement direction in his hemianopic field. These abilities were coupled with awareness (Riddoch syndrome). The strength and the direction of the interactions between visual regions were assessed by applying directed transinformation (T), a nonparametric information theoretic causal measure sensitive to linear as well as to nonlinear interactions. In the healthy hemisphere, T identified a strong flow of information from visual area V1 to V5 during stimulation by visual movement and from V1 to V4/V8 during stimulation by color change. In addition, during color change stimulation, a bi-directional flow was observed between V4/V8 and V5, suggesting crosstalk between these regions. In the lesioned hemisphere, the color change stimulation evoked a stronger flow from V5 to V4/V8 and a flow from V4/V8 to V2. These observations provide support for the hypothesis that visual information is mediated via subcortical pathways that bypass V1 and project first to higher-tier visual areas V5 and V4/V8 then subsequently to lower-tier area V2.